Help Prove That Your Critical Infrastructure is Protected

Honeywell’s Industrial IT Solutions focuses on reducing or removing risk from today’s control systems, which are increasingly exposed to open technology. Industrial IT Solutions provides customers with tools, services, best practices, and support to create a more predictable, safe environment.

We began the journey of securing your critical infrastructure by assessing vulnerabilities (Assess Phase), fixing what was broken and implementing solutions to address vulnerabilities (Remediate Phase), followed by on-going management of the Industrial IT environment (Manage Phase). Now, we recognize the need to verify that all systems, from an Industrial IT perspective, are operating as planned and expected.

Keeping up with the security regimen is just as critical as building it in the first place. Knowledge is the key to keeping networks safe, and people are one of an industrial plant’s strongest assets in security defense. A workforce that understands their network’s vulnerabilities and can demonstrate best practices are indicators of a working strategy—a strategy that results in a robust defensive preparedness to overcome any issue, and keep operations running, should one arise.

Program monitoring to assure Industrial IT is operating as expected, and in some cases, as required by regulation, is addressed in the Assure Phase of the Industrial IT Lifecycle.

Common monitoring methods utilized for this assurance are:

- Verification of patch installation and anti-virus updates
- Change management
- Using a compliance dashboard
- Monthly reporting
- System health and performance reporting
- And, for some, recurring annual NERC CIP Cyber Security Vulnerability Assessments (CSVA)

Summary
The Industrial IT Lifecycle is an on-going process. You’ve likely heard that security is a journey, not a destination. Let us help you with that journey, no matter where you are in the Industrial IT Lifecycle phases.
For More Information
Learn more about how Honeywell’s Industrial IT Solutions can help reduce risk in control systems environments, visit our website www.honeywellprocess.com or contact your Honeywell account manager.
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